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Abstract-This paper deals with the stabilization problem. More precisely, we give a class of 
feedback linearisable systems which are stabilizable by a feedback law using the state estimate given 
by an observer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider systems which are observable for any input of the form: 
ik I-l=zkl 
kk, = pl(~)+~lh(~) 
ikl+l= Zk,+Z 
ikI+ka-l = tkl+kz 
ik,+ka = (P2(t) + 7J21c12(2) 
Zkl+...+k,_l+l = xk1+...+k,_1+2 
ikl+-.+k,-1 = “k,+...+k, 
ikl+-.+k, = (Ppw + UP4P(4 
Y= 
with & ki = n, and all the pi’s and the $i’s are global Lipschitz functions. In a condensed 
form we can write: 
& = Az + @p(z) + \E(z)u, 
y=cx, 
(C) 
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* = (\El,. . . , \EP) with \Ei = 
Cl 0 . . . 0 
with Ci = (1 O...O). 
An observer for these systems does exist and is given in [l] for the single output case and in [2] 
for the multi-output case. It possesses the following expression: 
i= A2 + O(2) + ‘E(2)u - S,-‘CT(C2 - y) (0) 
where Se is a symmetric positive definite matrix, solution of: 
t9Se + ATSo + SeA = CTC (1) 
for 0 sufficiently large and 3i is the estimate of the state z. 
NOTE. (T) denotes the transposition of matrices. 
The coefficients of (Se)ij are given by: 
(S8)ij = &aij (2) 
and (oij) is a symmetric positive definite matrix which does not depend on 0 [1,2]. 
It should be noted that (C) is already in the normal form stated in [2]. It is also pointed out 
that if u is bounded, then (0) is an exponential observer for (C). 
That is, if we set E = 5(t) - z(t), the error equation: 
i = (A - S,-‘CTC)~ + (a(3) - O(z)) + (Q(2) - \E(z))u (E) 
is stable and converges exponentially to zero. More precisely, Vu E Loo@+), 3/c > 0 s.t. ]]&]] 5 
keme’i3. Suppose that $i(z) # 0; V+ E W”; i = 1,. . . ,p. 
Then, according to the form of (C), it is clear that one can choose coefficients eij such that: 
Ul(Z) 
U(X) = i ( 1 where U,(z) = c,“L aijxj - cPi(z) I UP (xl *iCx) (3) 
becomes a linearising and stabilizing feedback law of (C). 
2. SEPARATION PRINCIPLE 
We are now going to interest ourselves in the separation principle which consists in the study 
of the stability of the following closed-loop system: 
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In other words, we consider the problem of stability of the couple (observer, controlled system) 
when the feedback is taken as a function of the estimate of the state given by the observer. To 
resolve this problem, let us consider the following augmented system: 
ii = A3 + O(i) + \E(i)u(S) - S;‘CT(Cli’ - y), 
k = (A - S,-‘CTC)& + (o(2) - O(f - E)) + (!I’(?) - !P(S - E))u(~), 
which becomes: 
5=/& - S,-lCTCE, 
i = (A - S;‘CTC)e + (G(i) - O(4 - E)) + (G’(B) - Q’(i - ~))u(i), 
(3 
(3 
where 
The coefficients 
THEOREM 1. Let u(z) be the feedback given in (3). Assume that f~i_l\~(x)ll < co. Then (S) is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Consider V(~,E) = VI(E) + V2(5), where VI(E) = E~S,~E and Vz(i) = 
2’Pi, P being a symmetric positive definite matrix such that jTP + PA = -I. 
Let us show that V is a Lyapunov function for the system (S): 
(i) 
1(&(E)) = -$(ETS,E) = 2&T&d 
= ~E~S~AE - Z(CS)~ + ~E~SB(@(~) - ia(5 - E)) + BEGS@’ - \E(? - E))u(~) 
= -B&9*& - (C&)2 + 2&TS&B(?) - ip(? - E)) + 2ETS@(&) - \E(f - &))U(5) 
(by (I)). 
Denote by llzllsb the norm (z~S~Z)‘/~ and using the Schwarz inequality, we obtain: 
$ ((l14ss I”) 5 4 (l141d2 + ~ll4ls, IIW - @(i - &)llS@ + ~ll4ls, IPW - *(3 - 4IISBro 
(where ro = ;;tm lM~>ll). 
Now, using the particular form of Se, 0, Q and the fact that a, \Ir are global Lipschitz, 
we obtain: II@(i) - cP(? - E)IIs~ 5 ~111~11 ss ad II*(~) - Q(i - E>IIs, 5 b44l~~ for SOme 
constants X1, A2 which does not depend on 0, for 0 1 1. Then, 
$I141sr I -;lHls. + hlI4lSI + ~2ll4lSe~O. 
Choose ~9 such that 0/2 - A1 - AUTO = 70 > 0. We get: 
&lls. I -Yel141ss. 
so: 
IHh 5 e-9@>llsd * 
(ii) 
-&5(i)) = -pPi.) = 2STPi 
= 3Tp& f gTATpg - 2iTpS,-‘CTCE = -kTi - 2pPS;‘CTC6 
5 -cGT P% - 25TPS,-‘CTCE = -crvz - 2?T PS,-‘CTCE 
(for some constants (Y > 0). 
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Hence, using the Schwarz inequality we have: 
Choose B such that 70 > (r/2. 
This ends the proof. 
We have proved the separation principle for the above class of systems (C) in the case where 
the ui’s are bounded and where the pi’s and +i’s are global Lipschitz functions. In the case 
where the boundedness of u is not required, we have: 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that the r/$‘s are non-zero constants and pi’s are global Lipschitz. 
Then (S) is globally asymptotically stable. 
Note that for the proof of Theorem 1, the boundedness of U(Z) has been used in the term 
@I’(f) - ‘P(3i’ - E))+). H ere, this term vanishes out. Indeed, (S) takes the following form: 
i = (A - S;lCTC)~ + @(a) - a(2 - E). 
(S) 
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